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Events



                Climate Change
 Our planet has been facing climate change for years. It's a big problem 

that has a major effect on our ecosystem. 
 Climate change is mainly caused by humans, for example, the burning of 
fossil fuels. When factories burn fossil fuels it releases gas into the air which 
acts as a blanket trapping heat from the sun and warming the earth. Fossils 
fuels power our homes and other buildings but some people are arguing we 
need to get rid of fossil fuels and use other ways of electricity like solar 
power. 

Another cause is deforestation. Trees store a lot of carbon and when 
they are cut down to make room for towns and roads and to turn trees into 
things like paper, and chairs, all that carbon is released into the environment.    

By: Caprice Kaasa

          Climate change (continued) 
 Climate change is having a bad effect on our environment, but people are 

trying to stop it. That's what Greta Thunberg is doing. Only 16 years old, On 
September 23rd, 2019, Greta spoke to world leaders about climate change. 
Her speech included her standing up for the environment and asking a 
question, ¨How dare you?¨   She talks about how she should be in school 
halfway across the country, but is instead telling adults that they need to  treat 
the earth better, and how we need to act NOW.           

  If you want to help heal the earth a good way is to plant a tree. They take 
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere,and store it. Kind of like how rice soaks up 
water. Climate change is important and its crucial to know how it affects our 
planet and what we can do about it that we aren’t doing.  
Sources: Washington post,  https://www.nrdc.org/stories/global-warming-101 , National Geographic

https://www.nrdc.org/stories/global-warming-101


California Wildfires Are Back?! By Ava Lucas

As you may know, there were some California wildfires in 2018, 
but it seems like they are making a comeback, but not in a good 
way. There have been 5,980 wildfires in California in 2019 as of 
November! They have burned over 177,003 acres in that time!

“Why is this happening?”, you may be thinking. Well, the 
weather in California right now is very hot and dry at the moment. 
“What can I do to help?”, you may also think. Well, you can ask your 
parents to donate to Red Cross, California Fire Foundation, 
Salvation Army, and even Google! The wildfires are spreading fast, 
but if we work together, we can stop them even faster!

  Sea Turtles Are Going Extinct 

It may shock you, but nearly ALL types of sea turtles are going extinct. This is 
because the sea turtle population’s shells are being removed,their eggs, their meat, and 
their skin. The sea turtles suffer from poaching and over-exploitation. It has nothing to do 
with the plastic straws,either.  The sea turtles’ extinction will affect us, too. Seagrass will 
eventually die off,it will turn to affect marine life,and sea turtles. Help support the 
ecosystem when they nest. 4,600 sea turtles are killed each year, so if this continues to 
happen, our ecosystem will become completely out of balance. Fishing doesn't help, either. 
Sea turtles are wrapped in fishing nets when people go fishing. The  sea turtles’ population 
is in danger, and I hope this article helps you learn about them. 

  Sources from google: Sea Turtle Species WWF   

By: Kalli Steggert 



The Amazon Rainforest Has Burned Down

What's going on? Did you know that raging fires are spreading across the 
Amazon?

How did the fires start? Most of it is caused by deforestation. People cut 
down trees and burn them to clear space for farms and cattle ranches.             

By.Addison Kauffman and Gabby Puello

Before:                      After:

Sorce:  SCHOLASTIC News

Tigers are Going Extinct 

Recently, the population of tigers all over the world are decreasing! Tigers 
are now classified as endangered. It is estimated that there are only 3,900 
tigers remaining in the wild worldwide. Tigers are going extinct because 
people are illegally hunting for their meat and destroying their homes. About 
100 tigers are killed each year. In the last 10 years, about 1,000 tigers have 
been killed! If tigers die off, then the population of deer, wild pigs, antelope, 
and gaur will rise because Tigers eat those animals. Tigers also play a role 
in health and diversity of an ecosystem. Tigers are important and we need 
to save them!

Sources: Worldwildlife.org and google

By: Ava Sorley



School 
News

J.H.I.S

P.H.M.S

T.J.H.S

Gill Hall

McClellan

Suggestions 

If you have any ideas please let Sammi Ditmore or Maliah 
Gonzalez know because we want to know what you want to 
know about this school. So if you have any ideas please let 
us know. Times you can tell us are during recess, PLT, or 
home room.  



                           Veterans Day              

Remember to honor all military 
veterans on November 11.

By: Maliah Gonzalez

“Thank You Hero”  By: Maliah Gonzalez
   Your child got a paper sent home saying “Thank you Hero” or “I get 
to do this because of you” on it.  If you have a relative in the U.S 
Military you can put a picture of them on the paper then on the bottom 
list the person’s name and what military branch they were in and years 
they served. Then put your childs name and homeroom. These are 
due on November 11th, 2019.



Chorus  
Coming up on December 9th, the JHIS chorus will 

be traveling to the new high school to sing holiday 
songs for their friends and family. They will be 
singing three songs, one of which is the song “Do you 
hear what I hear?”. 

Fifth grade will sing two songs by themselves and 
so will fourth grade, then fifth grade and fourth 
grade will sing a song together. It’s definitely going to 
be good!
By:Ava Sorley

Concert in J.H.I.S 2019-2020 

The first concert in J.H.I.S 2019-2020 is December 9th, 7pm at 
the new Tj High School. All instruments will be playing. If your child 
is in band, orchestra , or chorus in J.H.I.S there will be a paper 
going home with your child stating where and when the concert is 
going to be. Make sure you practice because they say practice 
makes perfect. 

BY:Maliah Gonzalez



Creative Dramatics  by Adeline Morgan 

This December, a group run by Mrs. Gephart will be 
performing A Midsummer Night’s Dream by William 
Shakespeare. 

We will be performing on Saturday, December 7th, at the 
O’Reily Theater. I hope you enjoy our performance!  

                       G.O.L.D  Night

An event that is happening this month is gold night! 
It happened on November 14th from 6:00-7:30 pm at 
JHIS. Gold night stands for Girls Only Leadership 
Development. The girls that came get a t-shirt and a 
snack. They learned about our core values with games 
and activities.  



Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving is a U.S. tradition compares the holiday with a meal held in 
1621 by the Wampanoag and the Pilgrims who settled at Plymouth 
Plantation. It is continued in modern times with the Thanksgiving dinner, 
traditionally featuring turkey, playing a central role in the celebration of 
Thanksgiving. Many families include the entire family in the food 
preparation. Traditional foods include turkey, stuffing, gravy, sweet 
potatoes, cornbread, mashed potatoes, and cranberry sauce. Many people 
serve pie for dessert at the end of the meal.

By: Sammi Ditmore

During November there is a holiday called Thanksgiving. 
The Pilgrims invented Thanksgiving it is where you come 
together and give thanks. The first Thanksgiving was 
celebrated in 1621 over a three day harvest festival. It 
included 50 Pilgrims, 90 Wampanoag, and lasted three days. 

Happy Thanksgiving



                       Angel Tree 2019 
There will be 2 papers about angel tree if you would like to 

participate please return form by Thursday, November 21st. This 
form is about giving help to families that are struggling. There is a 
form if you’re in need and there is a form for you to fill out to help a 
family in need.

By Maliah Gonzalez

  Trends
By: Sammi Ditmore 
and Maliah Gonzalez 

Girls Trends

● Tik tok and other social media
●  Vsco (some girls)
● Songs
● Makeup
● Pocket pacs
● Lip gloss
● Adidas 
● Nike
● Vans

           Boys Trends

● Football
● Vsco (some boys)
● Rap songs
● Sports
● Vans
● Social media
● Fortnite
● Minecraft
● Roblox
● Nike



Mystery Teacher

● Likes pitt
● Has a crazy room
● Likes crazy wigs
● Has a skeleton 
● Likes science

This is my second mystery teacher and the answer 
will be in the next couple of slides.

By: Sammi Ditmore

Mystery Student

● It is a girl
● In room 209
● Likes penn state
● Owns no pets
● Has one brother in 8th grade
● Favorite color is teal

Find the answer in the next slide and than keep reading.

By: Sammi Ditmore



   Mystery Student               By: Maliah Gonzalez
● Has brown hair
● In room 211
● Wears glasses
● Favorite color blue 
● Has green eyes
● Likes dogs

Answer in next couple slides.

Mystery Teacher Answer

The answer to the mystery teacher is Mr. Owen. He 
really like Pitt more than Penn State, and his room is 
crazy because he has a skeleton and he has a coconut 
tree. On the first day of school he wore a black and 
yellow wig to school because we are jaguars. Mr. Owen 
teaches science so obviously he likes science because 
he teaches it.  Make sure to check out the next volume 
for another mystery teacher. 

By: Sammi 
Ditmore



Mystery Student Answer 

The answer is Addison DeNardo. She has 
no pets and has one brother. Also she likes 
penn state, she like the color teal. Lastly she 
is in Ms. Arndt's for homeroom. 

By: Sammi 
Ditmore

       Mystery Student Answer     

     The mystery student is Viola MacNeil. she has brown hair and 
she is in room 211. She loves dogs and her favorite color is blue. 
She is one of my best friends

By:Maliah 
Gonzalez 



Instruments 
&

Encores

What 5th Grade is Learning 
5th grade is learning songs for the holiday concerts 

and we are learning about dotted quarter notes. If you are 
thinking about joining you can see Mrs. Meyers or Mr. 
Stewart or Ms. Demark and they can help you out so just 
let them know. If anyone is having trouble let anyone 
who plays a instrument and they can help you.

By: Sammi 
Ditmore



            What 4th Grade is Learning
4th grade will be learning songs for the end of the 

year concert. 4th grade will be instructed by Mrs. Myers 
and Mr. Stewart. Mrs. Meyers will be coming back soon 
she currently has a substitute.

           What 3rd Grade is Learning
Third grade will be learning violin and will perform. 

Also instructed by Mrs. Myers and Mr. Stewart. I hope 
you have fun playing. 

By Jackson Sattler

Music Class
In music class, we have started ukuleles! Mrs.Davis has 

moved our seats. She also picked the November rock stars. 
Congratulations! The third graders are working on learning to 
play the recorder. There are no other updates in music class, so 
we’ll  continue to play ukuleles and recorders. 

GYM
    In gym, the basketball unit has started. We have started 
to learn shooting, passing, and dribbling. We are also 
doing game like pig, and knock out. 

By:Kalli Steggert       



Art Class                             
In 5th grade art class we continue to 

create buildings in tinkercad. There are 
some unique buildings being created in art. 
When they are all done, we will 3D print 
them. Then, we will finally put them all 
together to create a city. It is going to be 
super cool!

 By: Ava Sorley

Sports 
News



            Pittsburgh Penguins 
The Pittsburgh Pens are 4th in the metropolitan 

division, behind the Hurricanes. With Sidney Crosby 
injured, along with Letang, and Hornqvist, things aren't 
looking too good for the Penguins. Will Malkin be able 
to hold up the team? Meanwhile, we haven't forgotten 
the lasting impact Phil Kessel and Marc Andre Fleury 
have left on the team. It’s going to be a bumpy road for 
the Penguins but they might just win the stanley cup 
this year.   By: Caprice Kaasa

The Steelers Are Still In

The  Steelers are still in the wild card and they are 5 
and 5. Ben Roethlisberger is injured so he will 
probably not play the rest of the season instead Mason 
Rudolph is the quarterback for now. But when Ben 
comes back we will start winning again.

By Liam Sandrock



The New England Patriots

The Patriots are in the NFL, which means they are a 
football team. They are currently first in their division. They 
have nine wins and one lose. They are rivals with the Colts, the 
Ravens, the Steelers, and many others. Their quarterback is 
Tom Brady. The Patriots have won six super bowls. The 
Patriots home field is Gillette Stadium.

By: Ava Sorley

Entertainment
& 

Trends



.

It’s finally fall and its  cold and breezy, so snuggle up and enjoy my recommended books. If 
you are a history reader, try reading Who was/Is/where It’s a great book series, and it gives lots 
of facts! If you like Scary books, try reading Dripping and IT., both great books (According to 
people) I’m more of a eery book reader, not scary. Like sad books? Well I have a book for you! The 
books are Best Friends,Shiloh,and Benji, they were sad in my opinion. Trying to reach your 
Challenge? but like graphic novels? Well I have a a book for you! .Try reading A wrinkle in time, 
it has over 500 pages! Have a good day and enjoy the pictures!

.

.

.

.

.

.  What’s Popular These Days 
by Ariyana Mays and Chloe Englert

*scrunchies
*soccer
*snickers
*turtles
*vsco people
*uhhh I guess football 



Bella’s Awesome Pop Culture 
Corner!    
Ok,based on games and books since those two 
things were highest voted on the Google Form. If 
you fill out the form every so often then we can do 
different things every month. ANYWAYS, down to 
business! Games: These are some of the most 
popular games! Here is a list of them! Lets see we’ve 
got Fortnite, Minecraft, Roblox, Tetris, Pac Man, 
Super Mario Bros, Pokemon, and many more! I 
mean I could go on forever!

Bella’s Awesome Pop Culture Corner! 
(continued)
Welcome back! The next topic that won was Books! 
Books: One of the most popular books this year is Shiloh. 
A popular series this year is Harry Potter, and Guts is a 
popular book this year. Another popular book this year is 
the new Diary of a Wimpy Kid book. Best Friends is also a 
popular book. Raina Telgemeier is a popular author she 
made these books: Guts, Smile, Sisters, The Baby-Sitters 
Club, and much more!



Bella’s Awesome Pop Culture Corner! 
(continued) 
According to the responses on google forms (and due to popular demand) 
you guys wanted to see more pictures so here is a whole page of some more 
pictures!

So Enjoy All These

Images!

Happy Fall!

(P.S. do the google classroom

form for the next issue)

Josie’s Celeb Corner  By.Josie Pokorny

Here are some hot new celebs or new movies. There is an 
amazing new movie called Tall Girl. The new Addams Family is 
out now and I am so excited to see it.  A band that I love called 
Why Don’t We came out with a new song called What Am I and 
then made another called Mad At You that released a couple days 
ago. Our very loved Prince Harry and Meghan are having trouble 
with their Royal Life. That is it for today!



What’s Popular Josie?  By. Josie Pokorny

What’s popular? Well we are going to find out today in this article. Right 
now and for a couple of years TikTok has been the hottest and most 
popular app. A bunch of popular celebs are on this app. Some celebs that 
are on it is Brittney Spears, Robert Downey Jr., and many more musicians 
youtuber’s and actors. Right now there are many new popular songs, let me 
tell you some. Some songs that are popular are Selena Gomez’s new hit 
song Lose You to Love You, Only Human by the Jonas Brothers, Don’t Call 
Me Angel by Ariana Grande, Miley Cirus, and Lana Del Ray, and lastly is 
my personal favorite What Am I by Why Don’t We. That’s all for today. See 
you next Time!

Guess Who?          By Roman Fluhme
 It likes to run.
Has something to do with Mrs. Pollack.
Looks like it has socks on its feet.
A class pet.
Don’t look down unless you read all the hints. 
                                                                Answer: The mystery pet is Socs. 

Roman Fluhme’s Entertainment
Do you know what the best books are? Well my favorite is Harry Potter.

There are a lot of adventures. Harry Potter makes lots of friends.



Check Out My Youtube Channel.

You need to search  Awesome Lucas 360.  I do puppets and how to 
build mini Lego star wars sets. I also did a floor is lava challenge.

By: Lucas Oechslein

Pooja´s  Emoji  Corner            By:   Pooja  Berri 

A lot of people like me, like emojis. There are lots of emoji like 
cool, sad, upside --down, angry, nerd, heart,and more. But the reason 
why emojies wrere invented



Spot the Difference                              By. Addison Kauffman 
 
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMNMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM  :Found it ?

IIIIIIIIIIIllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII this ones a little harder 

There is five spot the differences on this one.

Movies with Bella Higdon! 

Here is some popular movies this year! Happy fall!

Toy Story 4 The Addams Family

Detective Pikachu Frozen 2 ~ (Release date: Nov. 22 2019!)

The Secret Life of Pets 2 How to train your dragon 3

Dora and the Lost City of gold   Wonder park          
The LEGO movie 2 Ugly Dolls

Angry Birds 2 The kid who would be king



Celebs That Are Popular These Days   by Ariyana Mays

~Beyonce

~Billie Eilish

~Ariana Grande

~Taylor Swift

~Cardi B

~Katy Perry

Ariyana’s Toy Corner 

Hello everyone we’ll look at some expensive toys today! Here’s 
some more!

1.Louis Vuitton Bear 2.1 million dollars

2.Golden Monopoly  

3.Diamond Rubix Cube



Ariyana’s Toy Corner
Hello everyone we’ll be looking at some 90’s toys which not you but your 
parents might remember!    

:troll dolls             :Tamagotchis          Dear Diary            Furbys: 

 :etch a sketch                     Doodle bear               Mr.Potato Head

Book Review: Keeper of the Lost Cities 
by Adeline Morgan

Not a lot of people have heard of the thrilling tale of Sophie 
Elizabeth Foster. But read it, and you might regret that. 

Keeper of the Lost Cities is a series that is made up of 8 books 
so far, and the ninth is set to come out in the fall of 2020. But… 
what’s it about? Well, Sophie is a girl who has skipped many 
grades, and is a twelve year old senior in highschool who has the 
ability to read minds. 

It may not sound... awesome to some people, but give it a try 
and you will change your mind!



Youtube Feature! By Ava Lucas

Welcome back to the Youtube Feature! Here's this months 
recommendations from some of the newspaper kids!                                                                 

-A student who asked to be labeled anonymous recommended Flamingo  
because they said that he was very funny and entertaining.                                                                                             

-Another student who asked to be labeled anonymous recommends 
Joana Ceddia and Elise Eckland because they are very silly and upbeat 
and they are fun to watch, and they also have hidden talents that you can 
learn about if you go watch their channels!                                                     

Stay tuned for next months Youtube feature!                                                                                                              

By:Ava sorley                                             The top movies that are playing in theaters now are-

-maleficent (Mistress of evil)                -Abominable

-Joker                                                      -IT (Chapter 2)

-Harriet (I recommend)                         -The addams Family
So, if you don’t know what to watch and are bored...watch some of these movies! Check back next 
time for some more recommendations.

M.I.T. (Movies in theaters)



Art 
& 

Design

                  Art
                   &
               Design 

Comics Optical 
illusions

How to draw

Craft ideas
Famous artist info

Information

Illustrations 

Comics

By: Lucas Oechslein

I do not want to be caught 
by Joe. 

The next day...
Hi !

Oh no!



I hope I don’t 
become

Thanksgiving dinner.
Hey, get 
over here!

Uh oh!

The Next Day...

THANKSGIVING COMICS By: Jacob Hrizo

MMM, Looks 
delicious!

Comics
Ha!

AH!

By: Colin Turnquist

Meanwhile...

Optimus 
No!! NO!!!

A Pocket News Production 



How To Draw

Step 1 DRAW 3 Dots

Step 2 draw this shape

Step 3 draw more

BY: Cole Schafer

A PAW

How to make a paper airplane 
Step 1: get paper

Step 2: fold vertically

Step 3: unfold

Step 4: fold top corners to center crease

Step 5: keep the corners folded and fold the wings

Step 6: try it out

By Antonio Civitello



Artist of the Month!  By Ava Lucas

This Months Artist: Mr. Doodle (Sam Cox)                                                                        
Doodle Facts:                                                                                                                    
-Mr Doodle is British                                                                                                                   
-When he was little, he used to draw on textbooks,walls,furniture,and more!!               
-Mr.Doodle draws only on white surfaces with black ink , including his clothes!!                       
-His dream is to buy a white mansion or open a “Doodleland” theme park covered 
in nothing but , you guessed it, doodles!!                                                               
Stay tuned for next months artist!!                                                                           
Resource: https://awesomebyte.com/sam-cox-mr-doodle-from-england                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

How to make a wooden airplane

by:Ryan Hausman

Continued on next 
page...

https://awesomebyte.com/sam-cox-mr-doodle-from-england


illusions
Eye hurting illusions! By: Joshua Folino

How to draw the shape of a  HEad

First: Draw A Cross. Do it light. We will be erasing it later. 
Your cross should look like this:

By:Ava Sorley

Your cross can vary in sizes depending on 
how long, short, wide, or skinny you want 
your Head. Next, draw a head outside of the 
cross using it as a guide. Add eyes, a 
mouth, ears,a nose, and maybe some hair. 
Finally, you have a perfectly drawn Head.



How to make scratch off paper

First, take a normal piece of paper and color the entire thing in 

markers. It can be different colors or all the same colors. 

Next, cover the whole paper with transparent tape. 

Then, take black acrylic paint and paint over the tape. 

Finally, once the paint dries, take a sharp pencil or pen and 
scratch at the black paint and your design will show through!

By:Ava Sorley

How to make perfect stripes

Do you love putting stripes on your artwork, but they 
are always uneven and messy? I have a trick for you! 
Take some tape. It can be clear, or opaque.  Put it on 
whatever would are working on how you want. (This will 
not work with paper) Then paint, color, or cover the 
whole entire rest of the area that does not have tape. 
Wait for it to dry. (If you used paint) Finally, carefully 
pull off the tape. Enjoy your perfect stripes!    

By: Ava Sorley

By: Ava Sorley



Surveys, 
Interviews 
& Advice

Books or Movies?
By Adeline Morgan

The survey for the newspaper club this week was books or movies. 
And books won! 

The results are…

19 people who like books better and 13 
people who voted for movies.

That’s closer than I thought! 



Ask Addy 
Ask Addy is back I  am so excited to answer more 
questions and give advice.   

Q. How can you stop a bully?  

A. Stand up to them show them that you aren’t afraid of 
them. Also backing away is a great option so they know 
that you do not want to be bothered. Asking an adult is 
always a good idea to stop the the bully. I hope that 
helps. By.Addison Kauffman

Ask Addy
 Q. I’m too nervous to talk in larger groups of people 

A. It’s always easy for me when I’m in a big group of 
people to just close my eyes and relax, and then 
when I get comfortable to open my eyes and to 
realize that I just talked in front of a crowd. I love 
that feeling. Here's another one on relaxing, take a 
deep breath and relax. I hope that helps.

by.Addison Kauffman



Q: How do you keep up with your grades and after school activities?   

A: I would suggest to try your best in school and try to worry about your 
grades before your after school activities. If you are to busy with your after 
school activities, try to narrow your activities down to the ones you really 
want to do. Or if you need to get your activities in order, get a planner. I 
really hope that helps.   

Q: How do you remember what day it is ?  

A: The day of the week is posted In the lobby, and is changed daily. 
Maybe write it on your calendar so you remember. I hope that helps.   

 

Ask Addy   By.Addison Kauffman

What’s Your Favorite Club?

I put out a survey this week asking about kids’ favorite 
clubs. The winner was Newspaper Club. 

It turns out that 12 kids like newspaper club, two people 
like TJ3D, and one person likes chorus. My favorite club 
is also newspaper club. People seem to like different 
clubs because you get to be creative in each one!

By: Ava Sorley



Quotes to brighten your day  By: Annaliese Flatley

● “The trick is to enjoy life, don’t wish away your days waiting for better 
ones ahead”

-Marjorie Pay Hinckley

● “You can, you should, and if you are brave enough to start, YOU 
WILL”

 -Stephen King

● “When given the choice between being right and being kind, choose 
kind”

 -Wonder

Quotes to brighten your day  By: Annaliese Flatley

● “Nothing is impossible, the word itself say ‘I’m Possible!’ ” 

      -Audrey Hepburn

● “You must be the change you wish to see in the world.”

         -Mahatma Gandhi

● “No matter how long you have traveled in the wrong direction, you can 
always turn around.”

-Unknown

      



Quotes to Brighten your Day    By:Annaliese Flatley

Bfdi survey
Who do you think that should win dream island?  Most votes will 
move on least votes will be eliminated. by Ariyana Mays   

Just press gmail and Just type my name and vote!

    Pin                                    or              Leafy



Guess the Student By Ava Lucas

Homeroom #: 210                                                                                                     
Gender: Female                                                                                                                        
Favorite Food: Deep Dish Pizza                                                                                                            
Favorite Book: Confusion is Nothing New                                                                         
Favorite Movie: Harry Potter                                                                                             
Favorite Show: Ellen’s Game of Games                                                                  
Favorite Color: Purple                                                                                                                  
Favorite Class: Math                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Favorite Encore: Library                                                                                                              

This is a tricky one. Good luck! 

Answer at the end of this section.                                                                             

Guess the animal...

>Has 4 legs
>Is an Amphibian
>Can be found in warm areas
>Can grow up to 10 feet
>Eats pig, deer, and water buffalo
>They Are the largest species of lizards

By: Ava Sorley



Guess The Student the answer will be on a new page

Gender: Male

Favorite color: lime green

Favorite subject: Grammar

Home room: 204

Favorite game: Plants VS zombies

Favorite food: Pie

Favorite sport: Tennis

By: Jacob Hrizo

Guess the mystery student!
Favorite color: Lavender                        Favorite Encore: Library

Gender: Female                               Favorite class: Reading

Hair color: brown                                             Pets: 18 fish and one dog

Favorite sport: basketball                             Extra Fact: Part of the Paw Print News

Favorite animal: ducks

Favorite TV show: Stranger Things               

Favorite book: A Series of Unfortunate Events   By: Bella Higdon

     



Guess the Student Answers     By Ava Lucas

Answer: Ava Sorley! 
Ava is a crazy, fun friend who can brighten up any 
day and is always the life of any party! She loves 
herself a hot slice of deep dish pizza and she is a 
huge fan of Paul Acampora’s book “Confusion Is 
Nothing New” And the book/movie of the famous 
quote “You’re a Wizard, Harry!” 
She would do anything to take part in Ellen’s 
CrAzY gAmEs! Stay tuned for next months 
student (hopefully from a different homeroom)!!  

Guess the animal answer slide
Answer:Komodo Dragon
Komodo Dragons are really cool! They are the largest species of lizards in the 
world! They eat animals even bigger than themselves! They come in the colors 
brown, black, and grey.

By:Ava Sorley



THE ANSWER                                     By: Jacob Hrizo

The “guess the student” answer is: Antonio Civitello

Antonio is,

.Nice .Funny .Artistic .Brave

.Good friend

Guess The Mystery Student Answers!

And the student is…..Brenna Reed!

Brenna’s favorite color is lavender, she has one dog and 18 
fish! Her hair is brown, and her favorite sport is basketball! 
She likes library and reading class, she likes A series of 
Unfortunate Events and Stranger Things! She loves ducks 
and she is in the newspaper club with me! Join me in the 
next issue for the next MYSTERY STUDENT!    

(P.S. Read Brenna’s and my section!)          By: Bella Higdon        



Guess The student

Fav color: Red
Has a youtube channel
Hobby: Drawing
Fav sport: basketball
Homeroom: 204
Gender: male
If you think you might know who he is then tell me. 

By: Lucas Oechslein

Guess the Student!!!!!!

Favorite Color: black                   Eye color: blue

Gender: male               TV Show: Transformers

Sport: BMX                      Animal: lizard

Food: perogies                   If you guessed Colin

First letter in name: C        Turnquist you are correct.

 By TJ Dworek



Guess that student!
Favorite color: orange                                 eye color: blue

Gender: male                                             TV show: Amazing World of Gumball

Hair color: red                                            Animal: Jaguar

Sport: hockey                                            If you guessed Roman Flume you are 

Food: burger                                             correct. 

First letter in name: R

By TJ Dworek

Trivia 
&

Fun Facts



Fun Facts with Sammi

1. You can hear a blue whale’s heartbeat from 2 
miles away.

2. A baby puffin is called “a puffling”
3. Coca cola was the first soft drink in space. 
4. The northern cardinal is the most popular state 

bird.
5. A bill costs about 5 cents to make
6. Baby sea otters can’t swim

 

By: Sammi 
Ditmore

Sorce : 
goodhousekeeping.com 

Fun Facts with Lydia Holmes, Chloe Englert, and Ariyana Mays

● Only female mosquitoes bite, males drink the nectar and juices from plants
● The first oranges were green
● Scotland has 421 words for snow
● The tiny pocket in jeans was designed for a pocket watch
● More people visit France than any other country 
● North Korea and Cuba are the only places you can´t buy Coca-Cola
● The entire world population could fit inside Los Angeles 
● There are only 3 countries in the world that don't use the metric system
● Turkeys can blush
● Only a quarter of the Sahara desert is sandy
● Only 2 countries use purple in their national flags
● The American flag was designed by a high school student 

Source: bestlifeonline.com/world-facts/



Bella’s Fun Facts ~ Pandas!
By Bella Higdon

A panda’s scientific name is actually called the Ailuropoda 
Melanoleuca! It’s hard to pronounce but ask a scientist and they 
could pronounce it for you! An adult panda can weigh 165-353 
pounds! That’s a lot! A newborn panda weighs 4-8 ounces! Wow 
that’s tiny! An adult’s body length is 4-5 feet long! Their diet is 
25-40 pounds of bamboo per day! That’s a lot of bamboo! Their 
habitat is Southwest China, a panda’s life span is 15-20 years in 
the wild and 25-35 years in captivity! Fun Fact! ~ Bamboo is the 
fastest growing plant on the planet! 

        Chloe Englert’s Trivia!

                Which country invented tea?

             

             {answer located in the next slide!}



              

  

             The answer is…..
                               china!

Fun Facts (Harry POtter edition) By: Ava Sorley and Adeline Morgan

-The plants in the wizarding world came from a real book.

-The name Voldemort comes from the French word that means, “flight of 
death”

-The first Harry Potter book was published in 1998. That’s the same year the 
final battle of Hogwarts was fought.

- Voldemort couldn’t cast a patronus, and Snape was the only Death Eater 
who could.

- The questions Snape asked Harry in his first potions class translates to, “I 
bitterly regret Lily’s death” in the Victorian Flower language. 

-The name Dumbledore means ‘Bumblebee’ in Old English, Which JK Rowling 
chose because she could imagine him humming to himself.



Jokes, 
Riddles & 
Puzzles

Word Search       By Roman Fluhme

jswjdmdffbfhfjfnnfhhsodgbdhdhhndhbfdjdhirndekmbxwhatthfjjeeeturkeythatnsn,whq,
kajjdgdhdbdhrhhrhfbwownnasmn,msN,jasjm,.k.kwhjknowmkwgwjnsjjehdjensjjskj
Jkahkjsokejwhkjawyhhduewlgdjkeuhqjdwjnfhkjwehajwfehhfwhf,wklwhhsgfbfgebetdg
gghdhadggtgrgehejugfehsggduufji,akkaboomm..kqwj;l.ksjdbhjqdkjjjjskljjnjjjwjjjgahsb
whnwhhbjnm n,qbjkghbbbrfujrjjghfhhdyjkihsnxhhshsjwkwisjjwuuhdiu

that   turkey   what   so   hi   wow   know   ok  kaboom



Word Search Time! :)
Bhjdceryuvfunhbdnjwonderfulenjjkdb
hjcoolbdfexcitedghbjfprettybhdebhcd
bchebhdcbrncdbhrfdbhrbheoeuiqwoi
qunvdcebjhedlpfrulohappyhedhbrejbr
egyuamazinghbfehbbbhbbbbcolorful
hbrebhperfectbhjextraordinaryjbdcjb
kjwelcominghebhjbfbhhhchbecdendec
ejbnecbhcnbfevbcyeebeautifulggvxuh
sbhcdbhihqeuhyruqpdncuniqueqwerty
uiopasdfghjklzxcvbnmaavwaesokme

 Word Bank…
-Wonderful 
-Fun 
-Happy 
-Amazing 
-Pretty 
-Extraordinary 
-Welcoming 
-Excited 
-Colorful
-Perfect 
-Beautiful
-Cool 
-Unique

By: Ava Sorley



The word bank is on the second slide.

rthrihgofhvoifhvrihgrioghoeirhgierhgihrgturkeyfjrgihprihg
hrghrgirhipgrwflowerfugorghrghuhgougogyoufortyrtr8ogh
rhgweihhgthanksfjirghpirghpwighwbrennaiwfhiwrghirghir
hgirhgrihgrghphrhgighrphmayflowerfiewhirwigjmayflowei
ehfihdvirhvirhgirhgpumkinfuwehdfiuhrguhgjgrejjrgpwjrgj
ostuffingiwehgoihrgoiherighwroopgjrihgoorgiropnefehfoiw
ehgoihrfhstuffingoiehrfoeirhgoirhggihthyanksgerhjgpierhg
ieurgherpumkinfhuierghvpilgimighoierhgohaltehfowidentl

.

Word bank:

-Turkey -Fall -Brenna

-Pumpkin -Leaves -Flower

-Thanks -Stuffing

-pilgrim -oop

-Mayflower  -Thanksgiving

 



               Laughs with Lexi
These awesome November/Thanksgiving jokes and 
riddles you will love. Hope you enjoy!

           By: Lexi Buglar

   Laughs with Lexi : Rockin Riddles
                     Crack the Complicated Code #1 

Use the symbols to crack the complicated code. Hope you 
enjoy!

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

!  @ # $ % ^ &  * (  )  -  +  {  }   :  “ <  > ?  ~ \  - =  [   ]  . 

Im tall when im young, im short when im old, and every Halloween I stand 
up in a Jack o Lantern. What am I ?     __  __  __  __  __  __  

                   #   !    }    $   +   %            

 

 

                               



Laughs with Lexi : Rockin Riddles
                   Crack the Complicated Code #2

Use the symbols to crack fun fall jokes!   

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

!  @ #  $ % * ^  & . ,  ;  ‘   [   ]  \ -  =  (  )  +  {  }  <  > ? ~

What do you get when you drop a pumpkin?

__ __ __ __ __ __

      )  =   {   !    )  &

             

           Laughs with Lexi : Rockin Riddles

Crack the Complicated Code #3

Use the symbols under the letters to crack the fun fall code!

     A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

     ! @  # $ % ^ &  * (  )  - =  [   ]  ;  ‘    ,  .   /  -  + {   }  < >  ?
If money really grow on trees, what would be everyone’s favorite season? 

__ __ __ __

                                   ^   !   =  =      



             Laughs with Lexi : Rockin Riddles 
Crack the Complicated Code #4

Use the fabulous symbols to crack the fabulous fall fun code. Hope you enjoy!

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

 !  @  #  $  %  ^   &   *  (  )   -   =   [    ]   \   ;    ‘    ,    .  /    ?  +   {    }    :    “

What do you get when you divide the circumference of your Jack o Lantern 
by its diameter?

         __ __ __ __ __ __ __    __ __

        ;   ?   [     ;    -   (    ]       ;    (

           Laughs with Lexi : Rockin Riddles

Crack the Complicated Code #5

Use the cool symbols to crack the awesome fall fun code/riddle. Hope you enjoy!

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

! @ #  $ % ^ &  * (  )  - =  [   ]   \  ;   ‘  ,  .  /   +  {   }  :  “  ?

What do you use to mend a Jack o Lantern ?

_    _ _ _ _ _ _ _    _ _ _ _ _ 

!      ; +  [  ; -  (  ]     ;  !  \ #  *



           Laughs with Lexi : Rockin Riddles

Crack the Complicated Code #6

Use the symbols to crack the fall fun code. Hope you enjoy!

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

!  @ # $ % ^ &  * (  ) -  =  [   ]   \ ;    ‘  ,   .  /  +  {  }   :  “  ?

What did one leaf say to another ?

__ __    __ __ __ __ __ __ __   __ __ __   __ __ __
                 (    [       ^    !   =   =    (    ]   &     ^    \    ,      “    \   +

Laughs with Lexi : Rockin Riddles Answer Key

#1  Candle

#2  Squash

#3  Fall

#4  Pumpkin Pi

#5  A Pumpkin Patch

#6  Im Falling For You



Bella’s Comedy! By Bella Higdon (Answers on next slide)

Q1: What did the leaf say to the other leaf?                                                         

Q2: What did the 6 say to the other 6?

Q3: Why was the 6 afraid of 7?

Q4: Why did the cookie go to the doctors?

Q5: Did you hear about the race between the lettuce and the tomato? 

Q6: Why couldn’t Timmy ride a bicycle? 

Q7: Did you hear about the fight between the lipstick and the eye liner?

Q8: Why did the students eat their homework?

Bella’s Comedy! (Answers)

A1: Leaf me alone!

A2: 12!

A3: Because 7, 8, 9!

A4: Because he felt a little crumby!

A5: The lettuce was a head and the tomato was trying to ketchup!

A6: Because Timmy was a goldfish!

A7: Don’t worry they will makeup!

A8: Because their teacher said it was a piece of cake!



Chloe’s Riddles

If I have a cat, and it has 3 

Kittens named Bob, Jerry,

and Jeffery, what is the 

mother’s name.

Answer: What.

Why? Because it 
states, what is the 

mothers name, 
with a period

Laughs with Lexi : Awesome Hilarious Jokes

Q1. Who Lives in  the Scary hundred acre woods?

Q2. What has  ears but cant hear a  thing?

Q3. What did the little leaf say to the big tree?

Q4. Why do tree hate tests?

Q5. How do trees get on the internet?



Laughs with Lexi : Joke Answer Key

A1.  Winnie the Boo

A2.  A corn field

A3.  Leaf me alone

A4.  Because they always get stumped on the questions

A5.  They just LOG in 

Thank you for 

reading 

The Paw Print News!
Jefferson Hills Intermediate School 

5th Graders & Ms. McWilliams 


